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1 Introduction

1.1 The target of development

By using linguistic expressions of negation, people express negated thoughts: thoughts that something is not the case, that a predicate does not apply to a subject, that one kind of thing is not another, and so on. If being able to express a thought requires being able to think it in the first place, then expressing negation is not one ability, but two. It requires first, the capacity to think a thought that includes the concept NEGATION, and second, a mapping between this NEGATION concept and the word(s) that express it in one’s language.

If these are two abilities, there are correspondingly two separable questions about their development. First, how does the concept NEGATION emerge in thought over both phylogenesis and ontogenesis? Second, how do children learn to map this concept onto the particular construction(s) that express it in their language?

To consider each of these problems, it helps to be as precise as we can about what the end state of development looks like. There are many different ways to define negation in different logical systems, as well as many different theories of what expressions of negation mean in natural languages (see Horn, 1989). However, our discussion in this chapter does not require us to choose between them. For our purposes we define NEGATION as the logical operator that has the effect of reversing the truth value of a proposition in which it is used: if the statement the ball is red is true, then the ball is not red is false, and vice versa. We make no commitment as to how this effect is achieved—the questions we ask and the answers we argue for apply whether NEGATION is an operator that composes with propositions or with predicates, and whether it operates over truth values or sets.

Linguistic negation is complex and varied, including both free morphemes (e.g., no and not in English) and bound morphemes (e.g., the contracted n’t and prefixes such as un- and dis-). For the sake of simplicity in the present argument we focus on the free morphemes. Bound morphemes introduce the added question of whether children parse them compositionally—for example, whether children are parsing a word like can’t as can + n’t or as a single morpheme. We will not address that question here.

1.2 Overview
This chapter showcases the recent advances made by considering the two questions of conceptual development and language acquisition separately. While being able to express negation requires having both the concept and the words for it, conceptual development and language acquisition need not be equally hard problems for the learner. Focusing on English, where there is currently the most evidence, Section 2 describes the developmental trajectory of children’s word-to-concept mapping, taking it as the explanandum. Section 3 then shows how recent studies have disentangled the relative contributions of conceptual development and language acquisition to this trajectory.

Section 4 focuses on the problem of language acquisition. Since no child comes into the world knowing how their particular language expresses negation, the general problem is the same for all children—they must figure out which of the words in their input map to $\text{NEGATION}$. However, languages might differ in how hard they make this problem in several ways. Section 4 focuses on how structural differences between languages can make it easier or harder to rule out competing hypotheses about the meanings of negative expressions. Section 5 then turns to the conceptual development of negation, identifying potential precursors to $\text{NEGATION}$ in both ontogenesis and phylogensis, and sketching out one possible story for how $\text{NEGATION}$ may be constructed out of these precursors.

2 Children’s negative expressions

Listening to the speech of toddlers, it is easy to wonder whether they’ve missed the theorist’s memo that expressions of negation should be hard to learn. Across languages, negators are often among children’s first words. In English, for example, two thirds of parents report that their children are saying $\text{no}$ by 17 months, an age at which the average child produces only about 40 words (Fenson et al., 2007; Frank et al., 2017). Production, however, might overestimate competence. Does the one-year-old screaming “No!” in the supermarket really mean to express the truth-functional concept, $\text{NEGATION}$, or could they instead be communicating something simpler—maybe a feeling of disappointment or a bad mood?

In support of this leaner possibility, careful studies of children’s speech and comprehension have gradually revealed that early uses of negation are lexically, syntactically, and semantically limited. Semantically, children’s early negative productions appear to serve specific communicative functions, expressing many fewer meanings than the full capability of
the truth-functional concept NEGATION. For example, Bloom (1970) argued that children’s earliest uses of *no* were not negating the truth of any proposition, but were rather being used for the more specific communicative function of rejecting or opposing something that the child was offered, asked, or instructed to do. Under Bloom’s account, using *no* only to express rejection is the first of multiple stages through which children typically progress on the way to mastering logical negation. After rejection, which children initially express using single-word utterances of *no*, Bloom argued that children begin to use multi-word negative utterances to comment on nonexistence (something being absent where it was expected to be present), followed by multi-word expressions of rejection. Only later, around their second birthday, did the children Bloom studied finally begin to deny the truth of what someone else had said—the clearest expression of the truth-functional concept NEGATION.

### 2.1 Limited uses reflect limited meanings

Since Bloom’s seminal investigation of children’s speech, the consensus that children initially use negative expressions in more limited ways than adults do has been much greater than the consensus about what exactly those limited uses are. Expanding on Bloom’s proposed functions of rejection and nonexistence, Choi (1988) agreed that children are late to use negation words for denial but proposed to additionally distinguish failure as an early-expressed meaning, and posited later-acquired categories for inability, epistemic negation, normative negation, and inferential negation as well (see also Cameron-Faulkner, Lieven, & Theakston, 2007; Nordmeyer & Frank, 2018). De Villiers & De Villiers (1979) also proposed three additional categories: disappearance, nonoccurrence, and cessation. Gopnik and Meltzoff (1985) dropped nonexistence from the list and suggested that children initially use *no* for refusal, then later to express the failure of a plan, and finally in a third stage to mean propositional NEGATION. Thus, while there is general agreement that the earliest uses of negation express rejection or refusal, there is not consensus about which intermediate meanings children’s negative utterances express and in what order they appear. What is crucial, however, is that in each of these proposals, children’s early uses of negative expressions are limited. Instead of expressing the full variety of meanings that would be expressible if they took words like *no* and *not* to mean truth-functional NEGATION, children initially use such words for a small number of more specific communicative functions.
Pea (1980b) suggested that these changing uses reflect changes in the concepts or meanings that children assign to negative expressions, with the concepts REJECTION and NONEXISTENCE being distinct from the truth-functional NEGATION concept that underlies denial uses. On the other classification schemes, each use could likewise be a candidate different concept.

However, the inference from how someone tends to use a word to what they take that word to mean is not straightforward. For example, it is possible for a word to be used for rejecting something without having the concept REJECTION as a part of its semantics. Consider the statement *I do not want a cookie* in response to being offered a cookie. Although this statement can be used to reject a cookie, and although the word *not* is integral to the formation of that meaning, *not* itself does not mean REJECTION—it means NEGATION, and the communicative function of rejecting only results from *not* composing with the predicate *want a cookie* in the context of the preceding cookie offering. Although young children’s negation utterances are syntactically simpler than adults’, it is possible that they are expressing NEGATION from the start. The trajectory of changing functions might, in that case, be due to younger children simply having more occasion to reject things (“Don’t want!”) and complain about the disappointing nonexistence of something they did want (“No more!”) than to comment on the falsity of propositions relative to the world. Worse yet, maybe the changing functions are an artifact of the adult theorist’s interpretation of the intent of children who are limited to producing only one or two words at a time. It is possible, for example, that it is simpler to understand what a child means when they are rejecting with a cry of “No!” in response to an offer of something they obviously do not want than when they are using the same single-word *no* to deny that a prior statement is true. In either of these cases, the observed developmental trajectory would be an artifact—either of children’s most often and earliest employed communicative functions or of the theorist’s ability to interpret child speech—and would not reflect changes in the meanings of their negative expressions.

Two sources of evidence suggest that children’s limited uses do result from their mapping of several concepts other than NEGATION to the forms of negative expressions. First is that related but distinct negative concepts seem to exist in adulthood, as evidenced by the fact that many of the world’s languages lexicalize these concepts as distinct words or constructions. Reviewing 95 languages, Veselinova (2013) found that 42 use entirely different forms to express
nonexistence than truth-functional negation. Though we are not aware of a systematic review of other functions, several other languages assign different forms to different functions, as well. For example, in Tagalog, in addition to there being a word expressing negation and another expressing nonexistence, there are also distinct words that express each of rejection, prohibition, and epistemic negation (Schachter & Otanes, 1983). Korean also has distinct forms for each of these functions, and an additional form to express inability. Moreover, children learning Korean begin to produce the form for negation later than the forms that express nonexistence or rejection (Choi, 1988), following the sequence Bloom (1970) had first found for different functions of no in English. That rejection and nonexistence are lexicalized separately in unrelated languages suggests that what Bloom, Choi, and others identified as different functions of negation might reflect distinct concepts.

Additional evidence that limited functions express limited concepts comes from tests of children’s comprehension of negative expressions. In laboratory tasks, children start to understand that no expresses negation more than half a year later than their first uses of the word. In one study, children were given the opportunity to search for a toy in one of two locations based on a verbal clue. When given positive clues (e.g., “It’s in the bucket”), the youngest age group that was tested (20-month-olds) succeeded. However, when the clue was negative, regardless of whether the negator used was not (e.g., “It’s not in the bucket”) or no (e.g., “Is it in the bucket?” “No, it’s not”), children did not succeed robustly until 27 months of age (Feiman, Mody, & Carey, 2017). Virtually all of the children in this study were already producing the word no by this point, according to their parents’ report. In another study, using a nearly identical method but different exclusion criteria, Austin, Theakston, Lieven, & Tomasello (2014) found success with both no and not at 24 months. The comprehension of logical negation around the start of the third year of life converges with the age at which studies of children’s production find them starting to use negative expressions in ways that clearly express a concept of truth-functional negation (Bloom, 1970; Cameron-Faulkner, et al., 2007; Choi, 1988; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1985; Nordmeyer & Frank, 2018; Pea, 1980a). These comprehension studies provide additional evidence for the hypothesis that the limited functions for which young children use negative expressions reflect more limited concepts (e.g., nonexistence and rejection). If 17-month-old children had already mapped no to negation, they should have
understood *no* to mean NEGATION in these comprehension tasks at the same age at which they had first produced it themselves.

### 2.2 A single bottleneck for learning that both *no* and *not* express NEGATION

Strikingly, though the age of success varied slightly between the studies, both Austin, et al. (2014) and Feiman, et al., (2017) found that children understood the two words *no* and *not* as expressing NEGATION at the same age within each study. This, despite the fact that children begin to produce *no* much earlier than *not* and despite the differences in the two words’ syntactic distributions and compositional properties. As Feiman, et al. (2017) argued, this pattern suggests some common bottleneck to acquiring the NEGATION meaning of both words that transcends their differences. Feiman, et al. (2017) identify two possible, distinct causes of this bottleneck: conceptual development (learning to think the concept NEGATION), and language acquisition (learning the mapping between NEGATION and both word forms, *no* and *not*).

On the first alternative, children must undergo some further conceptual development between when they first produce *no*—around 17 months—and when they finally comprehend truth-functional *no* and *not*—around 24-27 months—that allows them to think negated thoughts, independently of learning how those thoughts are expressed in their language. Perhaps children initially only have access to related, but more limited concepts like REJECTION and NONEXISTENCE, and so they initially hypothesize that those concepts are the meanings for negative expressions since they are consistent with some (even if not all) adult uses. Under this account, children must eventually acquire the concept NEGATION, either by constructing it out of other concepts, or by an independent maturational process that occurs at some point after they first begin to say *no*. Only once they gain the ability to think negated thoughts would children then be able to learn the adult meanings of the words *no* and *not*, mapping them to NEGATION.

Alternatively, it is also possible that the common bottleneck on the acquisition of this mapping is due to the challenges of language learning alone. Even if young children have no trouble thinking negated thoughts, they must still figure out how their language expresses NEGATION. Expressions of negation are prime examples of what Gleitman and colleagues (2005) called “hard words” to learn—words that cannot be associated with anything reliably co-occurring with their use in the child’s environment. The chief role of negative expressions is to systematically modify the meanings of other content with which they compose, which could
itself vary widely. If learning that no and not map to NEGATION requires noticing how these words modify the meaning of the rest of the utterance in which they appear, understanding the rest of that utterance would probably be helpful. Young English-learning toddlers who hear the ball is not red, may not be able to understand enough of that sentence to guess that not means NEGATION, even if they are perfectly capable of thinking with the concept and entertaining it as a candidate word meaning. Language learners might only be able to map both no and not to NEGATION once they have learned enough of the rest of their language to guess that this is the concept that those words express.

3 Linguistic information as a bottleneck

Recent studies have tested whether insufficient linguistic information might be the cause of the bottleneck that English-learning children face in mapping NEGATION to both no and not. In particular, if extracting enough linguistic information from the input is the main bottleneck, learners who are more conceptually sophisticated and cognitively developed than toddlers should find it similarly hard to acquire these expressions when their linguistic input is similarly limited.

3.1 Evidence from the Human Simulation Paradigm

In a recent study, Gomes and colleagues (2021; 2023) employed a version of the Human Simulation Paradigm (HSP) to test this prediction. Originally proposed by Gleitman (1990) and first used by Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, and Lederer (1999) to tease apart informational and conceptual factors in language acquisition, the HSP is a method that simulates different kinds of informational restrictions imposed on the language learning environment of otherwise conceptually mature adults.

In Gomes and colleagues’ experiments, adults were presented with videos of parent-child interactions in which all of the speech had been silenced. They were then asked to guess what a parent had said at the moment in the video when a beep had sounded. Participants in one condition were presented with a video in which all speech other than the beeped-out word was subtitled, and therefore got the full linguistic context, while in another condition participants were provided with the silent video only and no other information. The adult participants in this study had access to the concept NEGATION and already knew the words to express it. Their task was only to identify when a word was being used to express that particular concept.
The video-only condition simulates the linguistic information available to preverbal infants in the process of trying to learn their first words; they may know that words are being spoken, but must rely on non-linguistic perceptual information to guess their meanings. Recall that at this point in acquisition, children only say *no* and use *no* only for rejection. The video-with-language condition simulates the linguistic information available to a later learner who has already learned much of their language and can use the remainder of the utterance to infer the missing word. At this point in children’s language acquisition, they start to use *not* as well as *no*, and use both words to express truth-functional NEGATION.

Adult participants’ performance mirrored children’s changing uses of negative expressions as they learn more language and acquire more linguistic information. In the video-only condition, when the target word was *no*, participants guessed this word correctly over half of the time when parents had used it to express prohibition, suggesting that the visual scene alone contained enough information to figure out that a parent was prohibiting a child. In contrast, participants guessed *no* correctly only 10% of the time when parents had used it for what Bloom called ‘denial’, an expression of truth-functional NEGATION that cannot be understood using one of the narrower negative concepts (see Pea, 1980b). When the target word was *not*, which parents tend to use more often for denial and less often for prohibition (Cameron-Faulkner, et al., 2007), none of the participants guessed it correctly in the video-only condition no matter how it was used. In contrast, in the condition where linguistic context was provided in addition to video, participants’ pattern of correct guesses was very different. Their ability to guess both words when they expressed NEGATION was greatly improved: over 50% of their guesses were correct, both when denial uses of *no* and of *not* were the targets. It appears that linguistic context was necessary for adults to be able to guess that the concept NEGATION was being communicated.

The results of this study also help to explain children’s earlier, more limited uses of *no*. When participants saw *no* being used to prohibit the child, they were usually able to guess the meaning correctly with no additional linguistic context. They were not able to do the same for *not*. Not only was prohibition the only use of *no* that allowed participants to reliably guess the word in the video-only condition, participants were actually more accurate at guessing this use of *no* than they were at guessing even common, early acquired concrete nouns (e.g., *dog* and *ball*). This suggests that prohibition uses of *no*, unlike NEGATION uses of *no* or prohibition uses of *not*, do have reliable perceptual correlates. As Choi (1988) suggested, adults’ prohibitions might
reflect the same meaning of *no* as children’s rejections. In both uses, the word *no* expresses that the speaker feels negatively about something or is requesting that something stop happening. Spoken by a parent to a child, it tends to address a child’s undesirable behavior, but spoken by a child to a parent, it tends to respond to a parental command or offer. The findings from Gomes and colleagues’ experiments suggest that children might learn that *no* expresses PROHIBITION/REJECTION first because that is the meaning that is easiest to guess when a learner does not understand what else is being said.

In sum, adults’ pattern of successful guessing under different conditions of information availability mirrors the trajectory of children’s acquisition. Early in the acquisition process, children produce mainly *no*, using it largely to express the communicative functions of rejection and prohibition (e.g., Bloom, 1970; Choi, 1988; Nordmeyer & Frank, 2018). Later in acquisition, once they have learned more about their language, children begin to employ the word *no* for other functions, including nonexistence and truth-functional negation, and they also begin to use the word *not* to express all of these functions.

This suggests that a linguistic information limit is sufficient to explain why children learn that *no* and *not* express NEGATION later than they start to say *no*. As they learn more of their language, the linguistic information available to them grows richer, allowing them to home in on the hypothesis—possibly previously available to thought, but not easy to find support for—that *no* and *not* express NEGATION.

### 3.2 Evidence from international adoption

Converging evidence for this conclusion comes from research on how negative expressions are acquired by internationally adopted children, who provide a natural experiment that disentangles cognitive development from language acquisition (Snedeker, Geren, & Shafto, 2007; 2012). When children who are born into a different language environment are subsequently adopted internationally into English-speaking homes as preschoolers, they find themselves facing a similar language learning problem to infants for whom English is their birth language. Unlike infants, however, they can bring to bear the cognitive and conceptual resources provided by several years of additional development. McDermott-Hinman, Zimmerman, Snedeker, and Feiman (in prep) tracked eight such children who were between the ages of 2 years, 5 months and 5 years, 6 months when they were adopted. Typically, by age two and a half,
most children have already begun to understand truth-functional negation in their first language (Austin, et al., 2014; de Carvalho, et al., 2021; Feiman, et al., 2017), so most, if not all of these children had likely mapped negation to its expression in their birth language prior to their adoption. Each adopted child in the corpus was paired with a first-language learner as a control, matched on the mean length of utterance (MLU) in their speech at each sample over the study period. The number of negative utterances that were coded by a native speaker as having the communicative functions of rejection, nonexistence, and denial were compared between groups. If conceptual development is needed before typical toddlers can express truth-functional negation, then we would expect the adopted children, who had likely already undergone that conceptual development in acquiring their first language, to start producing more denials at a comparatively earlier point in the course of language acquisition than typical first-language learners. If, on the other hand, the main driver of children’s acquisition of expressions of negation is the amount of linguistic information available to the child, then we would expect adoptees and first language learners to follow similar trajectories.

Compatible with the results from the Human Simulation Paradigm and with a purely language-information bottleneck, evidence from internationally adopted children showed that more conceptually mature language learners followed a very similar acquisition trajectory to younger, first-language learners. Replicating findings from many prior studies (Bloom, 1970; Pea, 1980b; Nordmeyer & Frank, 2018), first-language learners initially produced mostly rejections, which were gradually overtaken by denials. Crucially, the adopted children followed exactly the same trajectory, and there was no significant interaction of MLU (as an index of language acquisition) by group membership (adoptive vs. first-language learner). Whether children were older internationally adopted learners or typical English-learning toddlers, their production of truth-functional negations increased at an indistinguishably similar rate as they learned more English words and the complexity of their utterances increased. Together, these two sets of findings suggest that the pattern of early rejections giving way to truth-functional uses of negative expressions over time can be fully explained by the early learners’ limited ability to extract linguistic information from their language input and to use this information to constrain their hypotheses about which words map to the concept negation.

Nevertheless, evidence from both the Human Simulation Paradigm and international adoption is limited in its ability to explain how negative expressions are acquired. First, the
evidence only suggests that positing conceptual development is not necessary to explain the trajectory of acquisition; neither can rule out the possibility that some conceptual development does occur in ontogenesis, which enables children to think negated thoughts and thus to hypothesize that NEGATION maps onto linguistic expressions such as *no* and *not*. Second, whether or not conceptual development occurs, this evidence does not tell how children actually solve the mapping problem of language acquisition, or what information they use in that process to constrain hypothesized mappings. To address both of these questions, we turn to examine cross-linguistic evidence and consider how structural differences in the expression of negation across languages might affect acquisition and further constrain the possibilities for early conceptual development.

4 Cross-linguistic differences and the mapping problem

How might the distribution of mappings between negative concepts and negative expressions help or hinder a language learner? One cross-linguistic distinction that might impact acquisition is whether the word(s) a language uses to express negation are also used to express other distinct negative functions. This is the case, for example, in English, where the word *no* can express not only truth-functional negation, but also rejection, nonexistence, and possibly many others. If, as we argued in Section 2, these separate communicative functions reflect distinct concepts (e.g., REJECTION and NONEXISTENCE), then children learning English *no* have to map at least three distinct concepts onto that word. Contrast this with languages like Hebrew, Korean, or Tagalog, in which there are finer-grained mappings between words and concepts. In Tagalog, for instance, there is a word—*hindi*—that means NEGATION. *Hindi* can combine with verbs of desire or existence to communicate the functions of rejection and nonexistence. But there are also additional, distinct words with meanings that can only be used for these specific functions and directly express the concepts REJECTION (*ayaw*) and NONEXISTENCE (*wala*), without having to compose with the corresponding verbs. Thus, unlike children learning English, Tagalog-learning children must only ever learn the mapping from one of these negative concepts to one negative word.

Which of these mapping patterns is easier to learn depends on how learning negative language works. We argued in Section 3 that conceptual development is not necessary to explain the common bottleneck on learning the NEGATION meaning of *no* and *not*. However, this does not
rule out the possibility that such development occurs during children’s acquisition of negative language. It may be the case that, at the outset of the learning process, the concept NEGATION is not initially known to children, and must be constructed out of other, earlier concepts or precursors. Section 5 discusses potential precursors to NEGATION and how this construction process might take place, but in this section we will focus on the predictions generated by a specific proposal that is common in the negation acquisition literature: that the concept NEGATION is constructed out of the earlier negative concepts reflected in younger children’s production.

In one such account, Pea (1980b) argues that children’s earliest mapping of the word *no* is to the meaning PROHIBITION, and that the “affirmative-negative contrast” inherent to understanding this meaning forms the child’s conceptual basis for later developing the concept truth-functional NEGATION. Another argument in this vein is that children’s earliest negative expressions are metalinguistic comments (see Horn, 1989). On this view, when children initially appear to be denying the truth of an assertion, what they are really saying is *don’t say that* (Drozd, 1995) or *that statement violates the rules* (e.g., of a naming game; see also Hummer, Wimmer, & Antes, 1993). These metalinguistic uses might reflect a mapping of PROHIBITION or REJECTION to *no*, with the full concept NEGATION somehow developing later out of these other concepts (Dimroth, 2010; Drozd, 1995; Hummer et al., 1993).

Although all such accounts would have to specify how exactly a truth-functional operator can develop out of non-truth-functional ones, they might all have some predictions in common. If it is the case that the concept NEGATION is constructed from earlier-acquired negative meanings, then the cluster of related meanings mapped to a single word in a many-to-one mapping system may provide some cue to learners about which concepts to use in that construction process. Take, for example, English, where a single word—-*no*—means, among other things, both REJECTION and NEGATION. Children learning English learn the REJECTION meaning early on (Bloom, 1970; Choi, 1988; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1985). When they then notice that *no* is used in more contexts than can be accounted for by REJECTION alone, this may motivate them to construct the concept—which turns out to be NEGATION—that builds on REJECTION and encompasses those other contexts. Thus, if children must construct the concept NEGATION, and if that construction relies on narrower negative meanings that get mapped to the same word as NEGATION in some languages (a many-to-one mapping) and to different words in other languages
(a one-to-one mapping), then constructing the concept of NEGATION should be easier in many-to-one mapping languages than in one-to-one mapping languages.

The prediction is less clear if, on the other hand, conceptual development is not a factor, which would be consistent with evidence from the Human Simulation Paradigm and from international adoption. If NEGATION is either innate, emerges through maturation rather than construction, or else is constructed before children begin learning the language for it, then the only task facing children during negation acquisition is that of learning the mappings between negative expressions and concepts.

In that case, which kind of language is easier to learn might depend on whether children represent different narrower negative concepts as being related to each other or not. A single word expressing both REJECTION and NONEXISTENCE would be a homonym for the child who does not represent these meanings as being related through NEGATION. In that case, children may try to avoid introducing homonyms into their lexicon and therefore may prefer to avoid assigning these multiple meanings to a single word (Casenhiser, 2005; Dautriche, Fibula, Fievet, & Christophe, 2018; Mazzocco, 1997; Peters & Zaidel, 1980). A one-to-one mapping, as in Tagalog or Korean, would then be easier to learn because each concept in these languages gets its own word. However, if children represent the narrower negative meanings as related, then many-to-one systems of negation expression, like English and Spanish, might not slow down the mapping process, and could even speed it up. Children have an easier time learning that new nouns apply to multiple referents when those referents share a family resemblance compared to when they appear to be unrelated (Floyd & Goldberg, 2021), though it is unclear if this should generalize to abstract concepts that do not clearly have referents at all. Still, a cluster of related negative meanings expressed by a single form might provide some advantage to the learner by helping them narrow the search space when attempting to identify new meanings for that word. A child who already has NEGATION in the hypothesis space and who already knows that the word no means REJECTION and NONEXISTENCE may have an easier time identifying the concept NEGATION as an additional meaning—because it is semantically related to the existing meanings—than a child who has to identify that meaning without this guidance. The fact that children may already have the concept NEGATION available to thought does not imply that they will have the concept at the tip of their tongues when considering what no means. They still must
pick it out of the countless concepts that they are capable of thinking, and some clue as to where in the hypothesis space to search may be helpful.

Consequently, because clustered meanings would support a conceptual construction process, if a one-to-one mapping is in fact easier to learn (e.g., if Tagalog-learning children map \textit{NEGATION} to \textit{hindi} earlier in acquisition than English-learning children map \textit{NEGATION} to \textit{no}), then it is unlikely that children construct \textit{NEGATION} from narrower \textit{REJECTION} or \textit{NONEXISTENCE}. The opposite pattern of results (earlier mapping of \textit{NEGATION} to \textit{no} in English) would be ambiguous, pending a clearer picture of whether children initially represent the narrower negative concepts as related and how this might affect the process of hypothesis-testing they engage in to map these concepts to words. Future work can test these predictions by comparing the pattern of acquisition in many-to-one languages like English and Spanish to one-to-one languages, like Tagalog and Korean.

5 Conceptual development and conceptual precursors

Whether or not conceptual change is required in ontogenesis, it is surely required in phylogenesis. Even if human infants are innately equipped with the concept of negation and only have a mapping problem left to solve, this concept must have emerged in some ancestral organism earlier in the course of evolution. Whether over phylogenetic or ontogenetic time, the concept of truth-functional negation must therefore have a developmental precursor—some mental representation that exists before \textit{NEGATION}, and that plays a direct causal role in its emergence. As we discussed in Section 4, \textit{REJECTION}, \textit{NONEXISTENCE}, and other more limited negative concepts have been offered as candidate precursors in ontogenesis, motivated by evidence that young children map these concepts to negative expressions earlier than they map \textit{NEGATION}. In contrast, research on the logical capabilities of non-human animals has focused on a different candidate precursor in phylogenesis: \textit{CONTRARIETY}. In this section, we cast these candidates in the light of a framework for thinking about conceptual precursors of \textit{NEGATION} more generally, and for considering precursors in tandem with the developmental process that could build \textit{NEGATION} on their basis.

What should a representation be like in order to count as a precursor of \textit{NEGATION}? Answering this question requires specifying: (a) in what way the precursor is sufficiently related to truth-functional negation, such that some process of change could construct negation on the
basis of the precursor, and (b) how exactly a precursor of negation is different from negation itself. Following Feiman, Mody, & Carey (2022), we suggest that precursors of negation might differ from the full-fledged concept in two distinct ways. First, they might be internal to and encapsulated within particular mental computations, and be unavailable to perform functionally similar roles over other types of mental content (i.e., they might be *domain specific*). Second, they might be able to perform only some, but not all, of the computational role of truth-functional negation over the content with which they combine (i.e., they might only have *partial function*). Precursors with partial function might support the construction of full-fledged truth-functional negation by the addition of the missing functions of negation. Domain-specific precursors might support the same construction by the addition of domains that the operators can range over, or by concatenation with other domain-specific but functionally equivalent operations, followed by a form of variable abstraction over the inputs across the domains. A precursor of negation could have one or both of these features.

Concepts like REJECTION and NONEXISTENCE are first and foremost candidate precursors in the sense of domain specificity. Their conceptual role could be functionally equivalent to the role of the complex formed by the composition of truth-functional NEGATION with a specific concept, such as WANT or EXIST. In addition, and separately from their domain specificity, these concepts could also be precursors in the sense of fulfilling only a partial function of negation. For example, the child’s concept REJECTION might be not just that it is false that they want something, but a more specific feeling of aversion. While a truth-functional negation of wanting could encompass feelings ranging from aversion to indifference, aversion in particular would constitute a logically stronger polar contrary of WANT.

5.1 Contrariety as a precursor to negation.

Contrariety itself is the candidate precursor of negation that has received the most attention in research on the phylogenesis of negation, which has focused on the logical capacities of non-human animals. Negation is commonly defined as an operator that obeys both the Law of Non-Contradiction (LNC) and the Law of Excluded Middle (LEM; see Horn, 1989). That is, given two propositions \( p \) and \( q \), \( q \) is the NEGATION of \( p \) if and only if \( p \) and \( q \) cannot both be true (LNC), and either \( p \) or \( q \) must be true (LEM). Together, these properties have the consequence of defining negation as reversing the truth-value of a proposition—if \( p \) is false, then the negation of
must be true, and if \( p \) is true, its negation is false. If it is false that you are in New Jersey, then it must be true that you are not in New Jersey (at least as long as presuppositions of existence are satisfied; see Horn, 1989). Unlike negation, contrariety obeys only the Law of Non-Contradiction (LNC) and need not obey the Law of Excluded Middle (LEM). That is, two propositions are contrary to each other if they cannot both be true, but may both be false. For instance, you are in New Jersey is a contrary of you are in outer space—these propositions cannot both be true, but both can be false if you are in, say, California. Similarly, I hate these carrots could be a contrary to I like these carrots, and could in fact be what the child intends to express by a rejection use of no. By obeying one of the two laws that constitute negation, contrariety is a precursor of negation in the sense of performing a partial function. Importantly, however, nothing in the definition of contrariety necessitates that it also be domain-specific. In principle, any two propositions whatsoever can be evaluated for whether they are contraries, and any proposition \( p \) can be represented as a contrary to any proposition \( q \) as long as \( p \) and \( q \) cannot both be true.

Prior discussions of contrariety as a potential precursor of negation in phylogenesis have blurred the distinction between partial function and domain specificity, producing confusion. In the literature on non-human animals’ capacity for logical representations, contrariety has been assumed to be domain-specific, requiring prior experience with the incompatibility (out in the world) of the two specific inputs being evaluated (Bermúdez, 2003; Bohn, Call, & Völter, 2020; Völter & Call, 2017). Bermúdez (2003) was the first to suggest that contrariety could be a phylogenetic precursor of negation, terming it ‘protonegation’. He argued that animals that cannot represent NEGATION might nevertheless learn through experience that specific pairs of predicates or states of the world are incompatible—EMPTY-FULL, PRESENT-ABSENT, VISIBLE-INVISIBLE, and so on—but might still never form a domain-general concept that these pairs are CONTRARY. Following this idea, Bohn, et al. (2020) state that what differentiates contrariety from negation is whether the operation is domain-general, leading them to propose a diagnostic for possessing NEGATION—if an animal can compare arbitrary inputs with which it has had no prior experience to determine that they are contraries, then on their view the animal has the concept NEGATION. Reviewing studies of non-human animals, Bohn, et al. (2020) argue that, although many studies have found evidence of individuals from many species reasoning about specific contrary pairs in specific contexts, no studies have provided conclusive evidence of any non-
human animal having the capacity to represent contrariety as a domain-general operator, in the absence of prior experience with the specific contraries. They argue, therefore, that there is not clear evidence that any non-human animal thinks negated thoughts.

This view of the relation between negation and contrariety conflates the two different ways of being a precursor: partial function and domain specificity. As we argued above, there is no reason to assume that an operator with the partial function of negation must also be domain specific. The representation of contrariety is not necessarily any less abstract or domain-general than negation, since both negation and contrariety are logical functions that can in principle operate over diverse content, including representations of any states of the world. The distinction between an operator satisfying only LNC, as contrariety does, and both LNC and LEM, as negation does, is orthogonal to whether or how much the inputs of the operators are restricted, and therefore also orthogonal to whether any animal (human or not) has prior experience with the incompatibility of the inputs being compared. If partial function and domain specificity are separable, and contrariety is defined specifically as having partial function, then prior experience with the incompatibility of particular states cannot be necessary to represent contrariety, nor can the ability to compare contraries in the absence of prior experience distinguish contrariety from negation.

Contrariety is no less an example of a logical concept than negation; it is just a distinct logical operator that plays some, but not all, of the functional role of negation. This, however, does not make CONTRARIETY any worse of a candidate to be a developmental precursor of the concept NEGATION. It is just the sense of partial function in which it might serve as a precursor.

5.2 How to build negation out of contrariety

For contrariety to be a developmental precursor of negation, there must be some way to start with a function that obeys only LNC and end up, through some developmental process, with a function that obeys both LNC and LEM. How could that work? Consider that, as Geach (1972) observed, contrariety is not a proposition-generating function in the same way that negation is, because it does not identify a unique proposition. While there is only one negation of a proposition $p$, there may be many different contraries ($you$ are in outer space, or in New Jersey, or in France, or...). If $p$ is true, every one of its contraries must be false; conversely, if any one of the contraries of $p$ is true, then $p$ must be false. Thus, the ‘middle’ that is excluded by the
negation of any proposition $p$ is the empty set at the intersection of $p$ and the set of all propositions $q$ such that $q$ is a contrary of $p$. This gives us a definition of negation:

1. $\sim p := \{q | \text{contrary}(q, p)\}$

This can be read as defining the negation of $p$ as the set of all $q$ such that $q$ is contrary to $p$. This way of formulating the relation between contrariety and negation suggests a developmental pathway from the former to the latter: negation could develop as a generalization from contrariety computed over particular arguments (all of which must be represented as instances of contrariety) to the set of all contraries. That, in turn, casts a new light on Bohn and colleagues’ (2020) proposal of domain-general contrariety as the criterion for the possession of the concept NEGATION. We argued above that this criterion is not sufficient because, while an animal may be able to represent a domain-general concept CONTRARY that allows comparing any two arguments, that representation will still only have the partial function of NEGATION. However, the above definition of negation suggests that, though not sufficient, representations of domain-general contrariety are necessary to represent negation. In this light, Bohn and colleagues’ (2020) conclusion that no non-human animal has been shown to represent NEGATION because none has been shown to entertain domain-general contrariety is right.

5.3 Do infants think negated thoughts?

Returning to ontogenesis, is there evidence that infants can represent domain-general contrariety prior to their understanding that no and not mean NEGATION? One test of infants’ ability to represent contrariety is reasoning by exclusion: given multiple options about the state of the world and subsequent evidence that one of those options is false, can infants exclude it from consideration to pursue the remaining option(s)? This question has received a large amount of attention in recent investigations, with conflicting results. On the one hand, Cesana-Arlotti, et al. (2018; 2020) argue that infants as young as 12 months are able to represent negation, or at least a precursor of negation. Though they do not discuss what this precursor could be like, contrariety would fit the bill. In their tasks, infants watch a movie that starts with two objects: e.g., a snake and a ball. In the crucial Inference condition, a screen rises to cover both objects. Next, a cup appears, swoops in behind the screen, and comes out with the top of an object peeking out over its rim. The snake and ball are designed to look identical when only their tops are visible, so a viewer cannot tell which object is in the cup, and so might set up a
representation of a disjunction, *either the ball or the snake is in the cup*. Next, a snake briefly emerges from the side of the occluder before retreating behind it again. Representing that the snake is behind the occluder could be taken as contrary to the snake being in the cup, licensing the elimination of that option from the disjunction, and the inference that it is the ball that is in the cup. In a control No-Inference condition, there was no ambiguity about the locations of either the ball or the snake throughout the whole event.

Cesana-Arlotti et al. used several sources of evidence to argue that infants reasoned by exclusion. First, they found that infants looked longer at the final inconsistent events than the final consistent events in both conditions: either a ball emerging from behind the occluder (implying three objects in total), or a snake being revealed in the cup (implying two snakes and no ball). However, as Cesana-Arlotti and colleagues acknowledge, these results do not necessarily mean infants were reasoning by exclusion. Infants’ longer looking could reflect their attempting to reconcile the initial representation of a snake and a ball, held in working memory, with the final evidence either for two snakes or for three total objects.

Stronger evidence for reasoning by exclusion comes from comparing patterns of eye movements and pupil dilation between the Inference and No-Inference conditions during the period in which an inference might have been made. Just after the snake emerged from behind the occluder, infants’ pupils dilated more in the Inference condition, suggesting greater attention or processing, and they shifted their gaze more from the occluder to the cup, consistent with their inferring its contents. Furthermore, more pupil dilation and shifts to the cup in the inference condition predicted greater looking times on the final violation of expectancy test trials. Cesana-Arlotti, et al. (2018) take these data to show both that infants eliminated the possibility that the snake was in the cup (the function of negation) and that the infants concluded that it is the ball that must therefore be in the cup (the function of disjunction). They found these signatures in 12- and 19-month olds, and 14-month-olds also succeeded in a variant that further requires integrating the representation that results from this inference with a representation of agents’ preferences (Cesana-Arlotti et al., 2020).

These studies provide strong evidence that infants are inferring the identity of the object in the cup in the inference condition. However, Feiman, Mody, & Carey (2022) have challenged the conclusion that this inference depends on infants deploying the concepts NEGATION or DISJUNCTION. They argue that there is an alternative explanation of these results that involves
infants’ ability to maintain a 1-to-1 mapping between the spatiotemporally distinct individuals and the kinds of objects they have seen.

On this alternative, infants first create a mental model of the initial scene and hold it in working memory: e.g., one snake and one ball on the stage. As the scene unfolds, they simply build a perceptual representation of what they are looking at, monitoring for consistency between the unfolding scene and the initial model. When the objects are occluded and the cup scoops one up, the perceptual representation of what is in the cup now contains a ‘bare’ object file (a spatiotemporal index with no other properties; see Scholl, 2001), or perhaps an object with a red top part. This scene is still consistent with the initial model. At this point, infants need not represent any specific alternatives about what is in the cup or what is behind the screen. Next, they see the snake emerge from behind the screen, and they specify the current location of the snake that had been held in their working memory model. Now infants are in a position to make an inference. Finding out where the snake is leaves only two unknowns that just happen to match each other—an object with an unknown location (the ball that was present at the start, a representation of which is still held in working memory), and a location (the cup) visibly containing an indexed object, which also happens to look like that ball. This allows for a 1-to-1 mapping of the spatiotemporal individual to the kind—*that object in the cup is the ball*—producing a genuine inference, which may result in corresponding increases both in looks to the cup and in pupil dilation. Critically, however, on this account infants never wonder whether what is in the cup is the ball or the snake, and they never consider the possibility that the snake is in the cup (let alone exclude this possibility from consideration once they see the snake emerge from behind the screen). That is, they represent neither negation nor disjunction. The appearance of the snake is only incidentally informative about the location of the ball because it happens to leave only one way to specify the two remaining unknowns (where the ball is, and what is in the cup; see also Jasbi, et al., 2019).

Consistent with this alternative, Feiman, et al. (2022) find that infants fail on two other tasks of reasoning by exclusion until they are 17 months old—5 months later than Cesana-Arlotti, et al.’s findings of success, but still more than 6 months before they have mapped *no* and *not* to NEGATION. In one task, infants are shown a toy being hidden behind an occluder in one of two buckets. The experimenter then removes the occluder, picks up one of the buckets, and turns it upside down facing the infant to show that it is empty, before finally placing it back where it
was. Infants are invited to search for the hidden toy. In a second task using a ‘blicket detector’ design (Gopnik, et al. 2004), infants are shown two differently colored blocks being placed together on a box, causing a spinning light inside the box to ‘magically’ activate. They are then shown that one of these two blocks alone does not activate the magic box. Finally, they are invited to choose between the two blocks—which should they try to place on the box to make it light up? Feiman, et al. (2022) found the same developmental trajectory in both tasks: 15-month-olds failed, choosing between the two options at chance as if they had never witnessed the negative evidence. 17-month-olds succeeded, though their performance was not significantly better than the younger infants’, and 19-month-olds succeeded more robustly, significantly outperforming 15-month-olds.

This evidence suggests that, at least by 19 months, infants robustly reason by exclusion using particular contraries: EMPTY-FULL in the search task, and ACTIVE-INERT in the blicket detector task. Moreover, the convergence in ages of success and failure between the two tasks suggests that the ability to represent contrariety could be domain-general, independent of the particular predicates being compared. Still, co-incidences in ages of success between tasks could just be coincidences; after all, there are many tasks on which 19-month-olds outperform 15-month-olds, and surely not all of them rely on the development of just one ability. More direct tests of 19-month-olds’ capacities await. Future research may look for additional evidence of within-individual correlations between different tests, asking whether children who succeed on one task are more likely to succeed on the others, controlling for shared performance factors like attention and inhibitory control. Even better evidence would be if success or training on one task causally affects performance on another—a kind of structural priming approach (Pickering & Ferreira, 2008) applied to the study of infants.

While there is yet no more converging evidence to suggest that 19-month-olds represent contrariety domain-generally, there is additional evidence that younger infants do not. Feiman, Carey, and Cushman (2015) asked whether infants would represent a generalization that an agent prefers something else over a particular object. Seven- and 14-month-old infants were shown a hand choosing between two objects: A (e.g., a ball) versus a sequence of other alternatives B, C, D, etc. (e.g., a brush, a bottle, a stick, etc.) In a condition in which the hand always reached for A, even 7-month-olds expected it to continue reaching for A, (the ball) over novel alternatives. But when either 7- or 14-month-old infants were shown the hand always reaching for different
novel objects rather than the ball, they did not expect the hand to reach for the next novel object when paired with the ball. This is consistent with an inability to represent or condition an expectation on a contrary representation involving a variable—\texttt{contrary(x, ball)}—i.e., a failure to represent that the hand will reach for \textit{something contrary to the ball} on subsequent trials.

Although not done with this purpose in mind, Benavides-Varela & Mehler (2015) also explored whether infants can condition a response on a representation of \textit{something contrary to A}. They found that 7-month-olds learned that one novel word (A) predicted something would happen on the right side of the screen, but failed to learn that any of 12 other words (which might be represented as either 12 different specific contraries to A, or simply as 12 different instances of \textit{something contrary to A}) predicted left. Future research might explore whether infants can represent a variable \texttt{contrary(x, A)} at the same age as they succeed on the search and blicket detector tasks of Feiman, et al. (2022), or whether the ability to consider an arbitrary variable as one of the contraries emerges later in development, and might require an additional piece of computational machinery.

Adding a further degree of abstraction, Hochmann, Mody and Carey (2016) provide positive evidence that infants under 15 months of age can formulate a rule involving a match computation over variable inputs, \texttt{match(x,x)}, but not one involving arbitrary incompatible contraries, \texttt{contrary(x,y)}. Hochmann et al. trained one group of 14-month-old infants on a visual Match-To-Sample (MTS) task and a different group on a Non-Match-To-Sample (NMTS) task, and showed that infants succeeded at both. In both tasks, participants are shown three cards with novel shapes on each trial: one with a sample shape in the middle, and then two on each side: one with another shape, and one with a shape identical to the sample. Shortly thereafter, in MTS, the shape that matches the sample begins to spin, accompanied by a sound. In NMTS, the shape that mismatches the sample does so. In both conditions, infants learned to anticipate which shape would spin after 12 trials, looking at the correct shape before it moved. Success in NMTS seemingly provides evidence for conditioning a response on a contrary (choose the shape that mismatches the sample). However, a subsequent test ruled out this conclusion. After training on either MTS or NMTS, infants were again shown the sample and two choice cards on either side, but both choice cards were flipped over, such that the baby could not see what shapes were on them. Then the shape on only one of the choice cards was briefly made visible; and then rehidden. The shape on the other card was never revealed. On half of the trials the choice that
had been revealed matched the sample; on the other half, it mismatched. When they had seen the matching stimulus, participants in both the MTS and NMTS condition chose the correct location, the card with the same shape in MTS and the card with the (never seen) mismatching shape in NMTS. That is, they could follow both of the rules seek match (in MTS) and avoid match (in NMTS). However, when only the mismatching shape had been revealed, infants looked at chance between the two cards, both in MTS and NMTS. Fourteen-month-olds had not formulated the rule seek contrary (in NMTS) or the rule avoid contrary (in MTS). In other words, contrary was not part of the computation underlying success in NMTS; only match was. The same results have been found in pigeons (Zentall, Andrews, & Case, 2018), who, like infants 15 months of age and younger, also fail tests of reasoning by exclusion (Aust, et al., 2008, Cumming & Berryman, 1961; but see Lauffer, et al., 2017).

Relatedly, Hochmann, Carey, & Mehler (2018) also attempted to teach 7- and 12-month-old infants two rules: that two stimuli that were the same as each other predicted that an object would appear to the right, while two stimuli that were not the same as each other predicted an object appearing to the left. Again, the specific stimuli changed on each trial. And again, at both ages, infants learned the generalization match \((x, x)\) predicts right, but performed at chance with the generalization contrary \((x, y)\) predicts left.

These tasks require a more abstract representation of contrariety because the specific stimuli that the infants see change on every trial. To succeed, infants must formulate a rule over pairs of shapes they have seen and apply that rule to novel stimuli they had never compared for contrariety before. The failure of infants under 15 months of age at these tasks is consistent with the failure of infants under 17 months of age on the two tasks reported by Feiman, et al. (2022), in which infants only had to represent contrariety over specific, fixed inputs. It is also consistent with the alternative explanation of 12-month-old infants’ success on Cesana-Arlotti, et al.’s (2018; 2020) tasks, suggesting that infants are not relying on contrariety (let alone negation) in those tasks.

There is, however, one study in which 11-month-olds demonstrate the capacity to formulate a rule involving contrariety: Hochmann & Toro (2021) presented infants with made up words, most of which consisted of between 2 and 4 identical syllables (chosen from a large pool) followed by one different syllable (e.g., \(mi\ mi\ mi\ la\)). They found that infants exhibited increased pupil dilation when they heard outlier “words” with four identical syllables (e.g., \(fa\ fa\ fa\ fa\)).
That is, 11-month-olds were able to learn a rule that the final syllable of a sequence is different from the rest, and they were surprised when that rule was violated. In order to formulate such a rule, infants must have the capacity to represent that two syllables are different—i.e., that they are contrary to one another. Further, they must be able to represent this contrariety independently of the particular syllables in question, as the syllables used varied between trials. Taken together with infants’ failure on the several tasks described above that would require them to predicate a rule on contrary, infants’ success on this task likely reflects a representation of contrariety constrained to a particular domain—perhaps an innate or early-developing conception of contrasts between speech sounds.

In sum, a growing body of evidence suggests that both non-human animals (Bohn, et al., 2020) and human infants at least by 17 to 19 months of age (Feiman, et al., 2022) if not already by 11 months (c.f. Cesana-Arlotti, et al., 2018; 2020; Hochmann & Toro, 2021) can represent specific states of the world as contrary and reason on that basis. There is currently only weak evidence—coincidence in the ages of success between the two tasks reported by Feiman, et al. (2022)—that infants’ representations of contrariety at that age are domain-general.

The open questions are: first, what concepts do infants between 17 and 19 months have that younger infants lack? Answering this question entails determining both whether the negation-like concepts that infants are employing are limited to a particular domain, and whether those concepts have the partial negative function of a contrary, or the full logical force of negation. In Section 5.2, we discussed how children might build negation out of contrary by representing the set of all x such that x is contrary to whatever is being negated. If this is so, then a step toward showing when infants are able to think with negation is showing when they are able to represent contrariety independently of the specific contrary pairs in question. So far, with the notable exception of Hochmann & Toro (2021), all evidence points to infants younger than 17 months being unable to do so.

Second, how do infants’ capacities change between the ages at which they fail on tasks that require (at minimum) representations of contrariety, prior to 17 months (Benavides-Varela & Mehler, 2015; Feiman, et al., 2022; Feiman, et al., 2015; Hochmann, et al., 2016; 2018) and the age at which they first succeed on such tasks? If they employ either a domain-general or a more limited concept contrary on these tasks, how does that emerge? We have discussed how negation could develop from contrariety, but not how contrariety itself might develop. In
discussions of contrariety in non-human animals, Bermúdez (2003) assumes that representations of contrary pairs come from prior experience with those particular predicates. However, this solution does not explain where the capacity to represent those predicates as contrary to each other comes from in the first place. In order to interpret any prior experience with a contrary pair—for example, that containers seem never to be both empty and full at the same time—one must already be equipped with the capacity to think of those two predicates as contrary to each other. In the absence of the ability to represent contrariety, prior experience with containers that are either empty or full will simply be a list of facts. We take this to be a major unsolved question.

Third, if 17-month-olds do not yet have NEGATION, what (if anything) changes in infants’ conceptual repertoire from their first unambiguous successes on tasks involving contraries at 17 months and their mapping of NEGATION to its expression in their first language by about 24 to 27 months? Section 5.2 suggested how it might be possible to build negation out of the partial function of contrariety and Section 4 discussed how cross-linguistic differences can be leveraged to test whether children build negation out of domain-specific precursors, such as rejection and nonexistence, but there is currently no evidence about what, if any, construction actually takes place.

6 Conclusion

Learning to express negation requires two distinct abilities: having the concept of negation to think with, and mapping this concept to the linguistic forms that express it in one’s language. In Section 2, we argued that children’s early uses of negative expressions reflect their having mapped more limited concepts to those expressions. In Section 3, we argued that the difficulty of the mapping problem is sufficient to account for the long delay between these first uses of no, which appear not to express negation yet, and the subsequent mapping of both no and not to the logical concept, which takes place between 6 and 12 months later. Nevertheless, there must be some conceptual development of NEGATION—if not in infancy, then over the course of evolution. In Section 4, we suggested how a certain kind of conceptual development in infancy—from more domain-specific precursors like REJECTION—might produce testable cross-linguistic differences in language acquisition. In Section 5, we distinguished domain-specific precursors from precursors that could be domain-general but have only part of the function of full-fledged
negation, and considered how negation might be constructed from one precursor with a partial function—contrariety.

The resulting landscape leaves us with many open questions: what are the actual precursors of negation in thought? What are the origins of those precursors? Are they precursors in ontogenesis or phylogenesis? If in phylogenesis (that is, if the concept NEGATION is innate in humans), what limits infants’ ability to use it in reasoning tasks until about 17 months of age? What, if anything, changes in infants’ representation of negation after 17 months? Whether there is conceptual development or not, how exactly do toddlers solve the complex mapping problem of connecting the concept of negation with its expressions in their language? These questions seem to us hard, but also specific and tractable enough to be good directions for future work.
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